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CONTINUOUS AND COMPACT IMBEDDINGS 
OF WEIGHTED SOBOLEV SPACES III 
PETR GuRKA, BOHUMÍR Opic, Praha 
(Received February 25, 1990) 
This paper is a direct continuation of [4], [5] where fundamental concepts and 
notation were introduced. Continuous and compact imbeddings of weighted Sobolev 
spaces into weighted Lebesgue spaces on unbounded domains are investigated. 
11. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we shall prove some auxiliary assertions. The main result will be 
a covering lemma, viz. Lemma 11.3. 
11.1. Lemma. Let n e №, / = (и, +oo), let r:I ~> (0, +oo be a continuous non-
decreasing function such that 
(11.1) lim [x - r(x)] = + co , lim r(x) > 0 . 
J C ^ + CO J C ^ n _ 
Then there exists an increasing sequence {xk}™=1 cz I with thefollowing properties: 
OO 
(11.2) / = U h > wfcere h = (*k - K*fc)> xk + Г Ы ) J 
fc=l 
(11.3) IknIt = 0 if \k - /| > 1 . 
Proof . Let us put r(n) = lim r(x) and x0 = n. If the points x0, xu ..., xk are 
x-+n-
defined, we choose a point xk+1 eI such that 
(11.4) xk = xk+1 - r(xk+i). 
(This is possible because the function f(x) = x — r(x) is continuous on <и, + co), 
f(xk) = xk — r(xk) < xk and lim f(x) = +co.) It is easy to see that the sequence 
J C ^ + 00 
{**]r=i possesses the desired properties. 
11.2. Remark. Let Ik (k є Ы) be the interval from Lemma 11.1. Then 
(11.5) / * ^ ( x * - i , x * + i ) . 1 ) 
1) As in the proof of Lemma 11.1 we put x0 = n. 
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Proof. By (11.4) we have xk — r(xk) = хк^х and further 
4 + r(xk) = xk+l - r(xk+i) + r(xk) ^ xk+i , 
which completes the proof. 
11.3. Lemma. Suppose n e N, I = (n, 4-oo), 
M = {xe RN; \x\ > n} . 
Let r: I ^> (0, + oo) be a continuous nondecreasing function such that 
(11.6) x — r(x) is nondecreasing on I, 
(11.7) lim [x - r(x)] = +oo , lim r(x) > 0 . 
J C ^ + 0O Х-+П-
Then there exists a sequence {xki}™ti=i c M with thefollowing properties: 
(11.8) M cz U Bki, where Bki = B(xkh r(\xki\)) ; 
k,i=i 
(11.9) ifoere exists a number т depending only on the dimension N such that 
I Хвкі(г)й* for all zeUN. 
k,i=l 
For x e U let us denote 
I(x) — (x — r[x), x + r(x)), 
PW = {^R" ; He/(x)}. 
Let M, r and J be the set, the function and the interval, respectively, from Lemma 
11.3. Then by Lemma 11.1 there exists a sequence {xk}kx>==1 c=J such that (11.2) 
and (11.3) hold. Further, put 
Pk = P(xk), keN. 
The following lemma holds. 
11.4. Lemma. If x є Pk, k є N, then 
(i) B(x, r(|x|)) n (UN \ M) = 0 for k ^ 2; 
(ii) B(x, r(|x|)) n u Pj = 0; 
jeN,Ii-fc |>2 
(iii) B(x, r(|x|)) n M c Pk_2 u Pk_i u Pfc u Pk+1 u P , + 2 . 2) 
Proof. Let x e Pk. As 
B(x,KM))<=p(M), 
y6P( | x | )o | j ; | 6 / ( | x | ) , and 
y e R " \ M ^ | y | e < 0 , n > , 
it is sufficient to prove the following assertion. 
2) Here we formally put Pj = 0 for/ž 0. 
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I fx є/*, ke N, then 
(11.10) / ( x ) n < O , n > = 0 for k^2; 
(11.11) I(x)n (J / ; = 0 ; 
jeN,|j-k|>2 
( 1 1 . 1 2 ) / ( x ) n / c 4 _ 2 U ^ i U 4 u 4 + ! U l H 2 . 3 ) 
Thus, suppose x є/fc, /c є N. By (11.5) we have 
h c (*fc-i> xfc+i) 
and consequently 
(11.13) J k c ( x 0 , x k + 1 ) , ^ c ( x f c _ ! , + o o ) , fceN. 
Further, we have 
(11.14) x + r(x) < x k + 1 + K*fc+i) ^ xk+i + K*fc+2) = 
00 
= x k + 2 < j § ( x k + 2 , + o o ) = (J / , . , fceN; 
j = k+3 
fc-3 
(11.15) x - r(x) > xfc_! - r(xfc_i) = x f c_2 i (x0 ,x f c_2) з Щ ; , fc ^ 4 -
i = i 
Obviously 
(11.16) U Ij = ̂ IjU U ^ for fc^4, 
jeN,|j-fc|>2 j = l j=k + 3 
(11.17) U Ij = Ü / ; for fce{l,2,3}, 
jeN,|j-fc|>2 j = k + 3 
and (11.14)-(U.17) immediately yield (11.11). 
From the relations 
/ (x)n/c=/ = ujLi^ 
and (11.11) we obtain the inclusion (11.12). 
I fk ^ 2then(11.15)yields 
X - r(x) > Xk_2 ^ X0 , 
so l(x) c J, which implies (11.10) and the proof is complete. 
P r o o f o f L e m m a 11.3. By Lemma 11.1 there exists a sequence {xk}£°=1 such that 
(11.2) and (11.3) hold. It is easy to see that 
00 
(11.18) M = U P * , 
fc=l 
(11.19) PknPi = 0 , |fc - /| > 1 . 
Fix k e N. By Lemma 3.3 from [4] (the Besicovitch covering lemma), where we set 
A = Pk, g(x) = r(|x|) for xeU
N, there exists a sequence ixki}f=1 c Pk with the 
3) Here we formally put Ij = 0 fo r /^ 0. 
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following properties: 
(11.20) P * < = U 5 k i , where Bki = B(xkhr[\xki\)); 
i=l 
(11.21) there exists a number Ѳ depending only on the dimension N such that 
Z f c J z ) й Ѳ forall z e ť . 
i = l 
Now, (11.18) and (11.20) imply (11.8). It remains to verify (ll .9). 
First let xeM. By (11.18) there exists keN such that xePk. Lemma 11.4(ii) 
and (iii) implies that the point x is contained in no ball B(y, r(M)) provided у є Pj 
and \j — k\ > 2. So the point x can be contained only in balls from the system 
(11.22) {Bj-, / = 1 , 2 , . . . } , 
where \j — fc| ^ 2 (not more than 5 systems from (11.22) are admissible). By (11.21), 
for fixed j , \j — k\ ^ 2, the point x is contained in at most Ѳ balls from the system 
(11.22). Hence we conclude that the point x is contained in at most 5Ѳ balls from the 
system {Bjiij, і є f̂ ]}. 
Now let x ф M. Lemma 11.4 (i) yields that the point x can be contained only in 
balls from the system 
{Bu; i = 1 , 2 , . . . ) . 
Hence at most Ѳ balls of the svstem {Bji', j , i e Щ contain x. Consequently, (11.9) 
holds with T = 5Ѳ. 
11.5. Notation. For a domain Q c UN and n є № we set 
(11.23) Qn = {z є Q; \z\ < n) , Qn = int (Q \ Qn) . 
11.6. Lemma. Suppose n0 є N, I = (n0, + oo), r: I -^- (0, + oo) is a function such 
that 
(11.24) r(y)uy|2, yeI. 
Let n ^ n0, B(x, r(|x|)) n Q3n ф 0. ГЛел |z| > n for every z e B(x, r(|x|)). 
Proof. Let z e B(x, r(|x|)), j ; є B(x, r(|x|)) n Í23". Then 
| x | ^ M - | y - * | z H - K H ) - > 3 n - M , 
consequently 
|jc| > 2n . 
Further, 
|z| è |x| - \x - z| ^ |x| - r(|x|) ^ |x| - | = M > „ 
arid the lemma is proved. 
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11.7. Definition. Let I = (n, + oo), n є N, r: I ^ (0, + co). The function r is said 
to have the property V(n) (denoted r e V(n)) if 
(i) r is continuous and nondecreasing on / ; 
(ii) x — r(x) is nondecreasing on J; 
(iii) lim [x — r(x)] = + 00 , lim r(x) > 0; 
.x^ + oo x^n-
(iv) r(x) g x|2 for л- e I; 
(v) there exists a constant cr ^ 1 such that 
C - ' s ^ c , 
" К * ) " 
for all jc e / and all y e J(x) n / . 
11.8. Remark. Let r є V(n). Then the following implication holds: 
(11.25) x e ť , | x | > n , j e B ( x , r ( | x | ) ) , \у\>п^с;1йГ^Щйсг. 
r(\x\) 
12. IMBEDDING THEOREMS - THE CASE 1 ^ P^ q< oo 
In this section we suppose that 1 ^ p ^ q < oo. We will study imbeddings of 
weighted Soblev spaces into weighted Lebesgue spaces on unbounded domains of 
special types. 
12.1. Theorem (sufficient conditions for the continuous imbedding). Let Q be 
a domain in UN, 1 ^ p ^ q < co, N|q — N|p + 1 ^ 0. Suppose that thefollowing 
conditions arefulfilled: 
D1 There exists n0 є N such that Qn° = {x є UN; \x\ > n0}. 
D2 W ^ ( ß „ ; v0, vt) Q U(Qn; w), n ^ n0 . 
D3 There exist positive measurablefunctions a0, a± defined on Q
n° and afunction 
r e V(n0) such thatfor all x e Q
n° andfor a.e. y e B(x, r(|x|)) we have 
(12.1) w(y) ucio{x), 
<*i(*) й vx(y). 
D4 There exists a constant K0 > 0 such that 
(12.2) vt(x) r~p(\x\) й K0 v0(x) for a.e. x e Qn°. 
D5 lim sén < oo , where 
n^ao 






Proof . Let us denote X = Wi,p(Q\ v0, vx). By [4], Lemma 3.1 (where we put 
Q = Q, Gn = Q3n, n є N) is is sufficient to verify the condition 
(12.5) lim sup ||u||g>iAGn>w < oo . 
n-+co \\и\\хй1 
If we set M = Qn° then by Lemma 11.3 there exists a sequence {xki}kti=1 c Qn° 
with the following properties: 
{12.6) Qn° c U Bki, where Bki = B(xkh r(\xki\)) ; 
k,i=l 
(12.7) there exists a number т depending only on the dimension N such that 
£ /Bki(
z) ^ * f o r a l1 z e K " • 
k , i = l 
For n ^ n0 let us denote 
jfn = {(fc, i) e N x N; Bki n Q
3n Ф 0} . 
By Lemma 11.6 we have (J Bki c ß" c i2"0 and this fact enables us to use con-
(fc,i>*V, 
ditions D3 and D4 for points y e Bki. 
Now, analogously as in the proof of Theorem 2.2 from [4] we get the estimate 
(12.8) HUGn,w ^ T*"K{'**4ulz 
where Kx = K[max (c
PK0, l)]
lfp (the number K > 0 is from (3.7)). This combined 
with D5 implies (12.5). 
12.2. Theorem (sufficient conditions for the compact imbedding). Let Q be a domain 
in UN, 1 ^ p S q < oo, N|q - N|p + 1 ^ 0. Suppose that conditions D1, D3, D4 
arefulfilled and let 
D2* W1 >p(Qn; v0, vt) QQ U(Qn; w), n ^ n0 ; 




Proof . From (12.8) and^D5* we obtain 
Hm SUp |H|g,ß\Gn,w = 0 
л ^ о о \\u\\i,p,n,Vo,Vl£l 
and the proofcan be completed by Remark 3.2 from [4]. 
Necessary conditions for continuous and compact imbeddings follow from the 
next two theorems. 
12.3. Theorem. Let Q be a domain in RN, 1 ^ p , q < oo. Let the condition D1 
and, moreover, thefollowing conditions be satisfied: 
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DA3 There exist positive measurablefunctions â0, âi defined on Q
n° and afunction 
r є V(n0) such thatfor all x є Qn° andfor a.e. y e B(x, r(|x|)) 
(12.10) w{y) ^ao(x), 
ai(x) ^ v±(y) . 
DA4 There exists a constant k0 > 0 such that 
(12.11) k0 v0(x) й Vi(x) r~p(\x\) for a.e. x e Qn° . 
DA5 l im^ n = +oo, where 
n^co 
(12.12) Jn = sup ^ ^ ) - W r t + i ( | , | ) . 
xeQn a[lp(x) 
Then the space WQ,P(Q; v0, vt) is not continuously imbedded in the space U(Q; vv). 
Proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.4 from [4]. 
12.4. Theorem. Let Q be a domain in RN, 1 ^ p, q < oo. Suppose conditions 
D1, DA3, DA4 and DA5* are satisfied, where 
DA5* lim s3n > 0 , where the number s$n is defined by (12.12). 
n-*co 
Then the space Wl,p(Q\ v0, vt) is not compactly imbedded in the sapce D(Q; w). 
Proof is analogous to that of Theorem 2.5 from [4]. 
From Theorems 12.1 and 12.3 (or 12.2 and 12.4, respectively) we easily obtain the 
following two theorems. 
12.5. Theorem (continuous imbedding). Let Q be a domain in UN, 1 ^ p ^ q < 
< oo, N|q — N|p + 1 ^ 0. Suppose, in addition to D1, D2, that the following 
three conditions arefulfilled: 
D~3 There exist positive constants c0 S C0, ct ^ Ct and positive measurable 
functions a0,a1 defined on Qn° and a function reV(n0) such thatfor all 
x e Qn° andfor a.e. у є B(x, r(\x\)) we have 
(12.13) c0 a0(x) й w(y) й C0 a0(x), 
cx a^x) й t>i(y) S Ct at(x) . 
D~4 There exist positive constants k0 ^ K0 such that 
(12.14) k0 v0(x) й v^x) г~р(\х\) й K0 v0(x) for a.e. x e Qn° . 
Then W1 'p(ß; v0, vJ Q L\Q; w) 
(and also W^(Q; v0, vt) Q L%Q; w)) 
if and only if the condition D5 is satisfied. 
12.6. Theorem (compact imbedding). Let Q be a domain in UN, 1 ^ p ^ q < oo, 
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N|q - N|p + 1 ^ 0. Let the conditions D1, D2*, D~3 and D~4 be satisfied. Then 
W*>>(Q;vo,vjQQL*(Q;w) 
(and also Wl'>(Q; v0, vx) QQ U(Q; w)) 
ifand only ifthe condition D5* isfulfilled. 
12.7. Remark. It is easy to see that the conclusion of Theorem 12.5 (or Theorem 
12.6) concerning the imbedding W^(Q; v0, vJ Q U(Q; w) (or Wl>p(Q; v0, vt) Q Q 
G Q U(Q, w), respectively) holds for an arbitrary unbounded domain Q cz UN. 
13. EXAMPLES - THE CASE 1 g p^ q < ю 
From Theorems 12.5 and 12.6 we obtain the following examples. 
13.1. Example. Let Q = int (UN \ Q\ where 0 є Q є ^ 0 ' 1 , 1 ^ p ^ q < оэ, 
a, ß є U. For x e Q we define 
w(x) = \x\\ ѵ0(х) = \х\Р~>9 * i ( * ) 4 * l ' -
Then 
Wlp(Q; \x\ß-p, |x|^)QL*(i2; |x|a) 
or 
W*>'(Q;lxie-',lxl*)QQu(Q;lxl*) 
if and only if 
a ß N N N N 
* _ L + í l _ il + i g о , - - - + 1 ^ 0 
q p q p q p 
or 
a ß N N . A tf iV . . tL + + i < o , + 1 > 0 , 
q p q p q p 
respectively.4) 
13.2. Example. Let Q = int (UN \ Q) where 0 є Q e # 0 ' 1 , 1 g p ^ q < оэ, a, 0 e 
e U. For x є Q we define 
w(x) = \x\*, ü0(x) = t^(x) = \x\ß . 
Then 
^ • * ( ß ; | j f , | x | * ) G L « ( ß ; | x | « ) 
or 
^•*(ß;|xn*|>)GGtf(ß;M") 
if and only if 
"__^<0, £ - 2 + 1 * 0 
4 p q p 
4) In Theorems 12.5 and 12.6 we put r(r) = //3, f є R + . 
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or oe ß л N N л л - - - < 0 , + 1 > 0 , 
« P 4 P 
respectively.5) 
J / a domain Q satisfies the condition D1, we write ß є D1. If Q є D1 has the cone 
property (in the sense of [1]), we write Q є G1. 
13.3. Example. Suppose Q є G1, 1 <^ p ^ q < oo, a, jS e R. For x є Q we define 
w(x) = ea™ , ü0(*) = *i(*) = ^ , x | . 
Then 
^ ^ ( i 2 ; e ^ , e ^ ) Q L ^ ; ^ l ) 
ОГ W'>*(Q; eßixK e^) Q G L%Q; e*^) 
if and only if 
ї - ^ о , 
« p 







- ^ + 1 ^ 0 
p 
- ^ + l > 0 , 
p 
13.4. Remark. Let ß be a bounded domain in RN, 0 ф M c M c ß , |M| = 0. 
Let ß be a domain such that ß \ M cz 0 с ß . For д; є ß let us put d(x) = dist (x, M). 
lt is easy to see that Theorems 2.6 and 2.7 from [4] remain valid with this d(x). 
(The proof is quite analogous.) Hence we have 
13.5. Example. Let ß be a bounded domain in UN, 1 ^ p ^ g < oo, a, ß e R. 
Let ß be а domain in UN, ß \ {0} c ß c 0 . For x є ß we put 




if and only if 
« _ ^ _ ^ + 1 > 0 , ^ - ^ + 1^0 
4 p q p q p 
« _ £ + » _ ^ + 1 > 0 , ^ - ^ + l > 0 , 
q p q p q p 
respectively. 
5) In Theorems 12.5 and 12.6 we put r(x) = 1. 
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Theorems 12.5, 12.6 and Example 13.5 imply 
13.6. Example. Let Q be a domain in UN such that UN \ {0} c Q c UN, let 1 й 
Ú P è q < oo, a, ß є K. For x є Q we define 
w(x) = |x|", Po(x) = | x | p - ' , 0і(х) = | х | ' . 
Then 
^• ' (ß ; |x | ' -Mx |^QL«(ß; |x |« ) 
if and only if 
í _ £ + ^ _ £ + 1 = o, * - * U i * o . 
q p q p q p 
The space Wl>p(Q; |x|a) is not compactly imbedded in U(Q; |x|a) for any cc.ßeU. 
[Let us remark that in the case Q = UN the spaces WX0'
P(Q; \x\ß~p, \x\ß)> 
Wl'p(Q;\x\ß~p,\x\ß) are defined (due to the condition (1.4) from [4]) only for 
p - N < ß < N(p - 1)]. 
For an unbounded domain 0, 0 ф Q c UN let us define 
(13.1) *a = inf{|x|; xeO) . 
If Qe D1, we put 
/ п , ч _ isup{|x | ;xGRN \ f ì} if fì + RN 
(13-2) a = |o if ß = r . 
13.7. Example. Suppose QeG1, *a > 1, 1 ^ p g g < oo, а , Р , у » о є К - F o r 
x є Q we put 
w(x) = |x|" log* |x| , Vo{x) = | x | ^ p loga |x| , v,(x) = |x|' log* |x| . 
I. Then 
W^>(Q;vo,vjQU(Q;w) 
if and only if 
£ - £ + 1*0, 
q p 
and 
а ß N N i л а j3 , N iV 7 á 
С + + і < o or + + 1 = 0 > = u * 
q q q p q p q P 4 P 
II. Then W1 'p(i2; ü0, vx) G G # (ß ; w) if and only if 
N N * A 
+ 1 > 0, 
« p 
and ô а jï N iV . л а tfN N ^ _ _ ^ , < o + + 1 < 0 or + + 1 = ü > < u * 
q p q p q p q P 4 P 
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14. EQUIVALENT NORMS 
In this section we will study equivalent norms on the spaces WQ*P(Q; v0, vl)> 
WUp(Q; v09 vt). We will assume that 
1 <; p < 00 . 
The weight functions vt (i = 0, 1) will be radial, i.e. 
Vi(x) = Vi(\x\) , x є Q , 
with 
(14.1) vt€iT((*a9ao))9 i = 0 , l . 
Further, we introduce the following notation, lf / is an unbounded open interval 
in R, then by 
(14.2) ІГЪ(І) [or iTc{l)] 
we mean the set of all weight functions Q є iT(I) bounded from below and from above 
by positive constants on each bounded interval J c I (or on each compact interval 
J c J, respectively). 
In the proofs of theorems on equivalent norms we shall use the following lemma,, 
the proof of which can be found in [6] and in [7]. 
14.1. Lemma. Let 1 ^ p й Ч й °o, —oo ^ a < b ^ oo, œ0, œx e W((a, b)). 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that the inequality 
(14.3) (J5 KOI« «„(O dí)I /e é C(JS |u'(')l? co,(t) dt)1» 
holdsfor allfunctions 
(14.4) u є Sr^a, b) = {fe AC((a, b)) ; l im/( i ) = 0} 
x^a + 
or 
(14.5) u e &-2(a, b) = {/ є AC((a, b)) ; lim f(t) = 0} 
х ^ Ь -
or 
(14.6) u є &(a, b) = ^ ( a , b) n ЗГг{а, b) 
ifand only if 
(14.7) Bl>%a, b; co0, œx) = sup ( ß co0(ř) dř) I / e ( ß a>i"*'(0 d ř ) 1 / P ' < °° 
a<x<b 
or 
(14.8) B5'V> Ь; co0, co,) = sup ( ß œ0(i) dř)1/4 (J£ coî"p '(0 <*01"' < °° 
a < л < b 
or 
(14.9) B '> ,b ;coo>u>i) = 
= inf max {B*l'*(a, c; co0, c^), B5'*(c, b; co0, c^)} < oo , 
ce(a,b} 
respectively. 7) 
7) The numbers J5C'*(a, b;co0, coJ and B5,e(a> ^ ^o> w i ) a r e defined for a < b by (14.7) anc! 
(14.8). Further, we formally set B\«(a9 a; co0> wx) = 0 == Вр2«ф,Ь\ co0, coJ. 
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14.2. Remark. Condition (14.9) is equivalent to the following one (see [3]): 




p'(t)dty"\ (lWr'Xt)at)1'''} < o o . 
14.3. Theorem. Let Q ф 0 be an unbounded domain in UN9 Q c UN \ {0}. Suppose 
1 ^ p < co and 
(14.10) Bp%a, oo; v0(t) ť~\ v,(t) t"'1) < oo . 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
(14.11) ||u||PiOf,0 й C\\4u\\PtQtVí Vu є W^{Q; v0, vt) . 8) 
P r o o f can be done by using spherical coordinates and Lemma 14.1 (for q = p). 
In order to derive the analogue of Theorem 14.3 for the space W^*(Q;vo,vJ 
we make use of the following theorem: 
14.4.Theorem. Suppose j Q e D 1 , l ^ p < o o , ѵ0,ь\€ІГс((^а,оо)). Let there 
exist a constant k > 0 and a number t0 e(*a, co) such that 
(14.12) v0(t) ^ k ѵх(і) rp for all t ^ t0 . 
Then the set 
(14.13) C^s(0) = {g e C°°(ß); supp g c Q is bounded] 
is dense in the space WlyP{Q; vQ, v^. 
Proof. Let u e WitP(Q; v0, v^. Fix є > 0. Then there exists a function 
(14.14) ue є C°°(Q) n Wl 'p(0; i?0, vx) 
such that 
(14.15) B u - H , i i . ^ , ^ s e / 2 
(for the proof see [2], Section 2). L e t / b e a function satisfying 
(i) / eC- (R) , 
(ii) / ( i ) = l f o r i s 5 / 4 , 
(iii) / ( 0 = O for i z 7 / 4 , 
(iv) 0 ^ / ( i ) g 1 for í є R . 
Fix jR > n0 (n0 from the condition D1). For h > 0 we put 
(14.16) ед=/М_?\ x e R " . 
'!lp,tt,t>i wemeanthee 
/ " ЦоиЦр у 7 * 
v=i lla*ilUß.»i/ 
8) By ||Vtt|| ,ji,o  theexpression 
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The function Fh has the following properties: 
(a) 0 ^ Fh(x) й 1 , * є UN , 
(b) Fh(x) = 1 f0r X Є QR+5h/* U dQ , 9 ) 
(c) supp Fh cz J3(0, R + 2ft), 
(d) FheC*>(RN), 
(e) there exists a constant cf > 0 such that 
dFh(x) 
OX: 
< Cr . - , ХЄ I 
" J h 
Let us now set 
M*)= M«M F *( x ) ' * e ß 
Then (14.14), (d), (c) and (b) yield 
(14.18) u ^ e C - ( i 2 ) , 
(14.19) supp uB>h с Б(0, Я + 2ft) , 
(14.20) s u p p ( w , - и£>й) с ß 
R + Л 
These properties together with (a) and (14.12) imply (for h ^ max {R, t0 — R)) 
(14.21) (Jn |a, - utih\' v0 dxY" й (ín«+b H " t>o d x ) 1 " , 
a l ř) lp \l/p 
h j (tt, - O »! dxj g 
S(f N".,dxf + (f W'.|A(!-d%,4'V 
VJflH + b|OXj| / \JßK + h |fa,. | / а |Ям |P \UP /Г \i/P 
~ "i<bc) + <v( И ' Л - ' ^ d x ) á 
ß« + h l ^ * j | / \ J í 2 « + b\OR + 2h / 
s(f |̂ w|%,(H)d,Y"H-3c,(f M#.bM*Y 
VJnR,h|oXj- | У \JßR + h |x|p / 
= XÍÍ ř f P l d x + í W*odxY", 
\Jf2* + h | ^ j | JßR+ь / 
/P 
J = 1,2, 
(X = 2' '* 'max{l,3c,/fc1 7*}). 
From these estimates and (14.14) we obtain that there exists h > 0 such that 
(14.23) \\ue-u8fh\\ítPtD^Vi < e / 2 . 
The estimates (14.15) and (14.23) imply 
\\u - u> e,fc|| l>p,ft,vo,vj < Є . 
) Similarly as in Notation 11.5 for s > 0 we set Qs = {z є Í2; |z| < s}, Qs = int (R^ \ i2,) 
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By (14.18) and (14.19) we have uEh є C^S(Q) and the theorem is proved. 
We shall write Q є D 1 # if thefollowing conditions arefulfilled: 
(i) fleD1, 
(ii) x e Í2 , t > 1 => tx e Q . 
14.5. Theorem. Suppose 1 ^ p < oo, i 2eD1* , č0, üx e ^ c ( (* a > °°)) a " ^ ' ^ the 
condition (14.12) befulfilled. Let 
(14.24) Bp2%a, oo; i"0(ř) í""1 , ^(ř) í""1) < oD . 
Then there exists a constant C > 0 such that 
(14.25) ||u|p>i})„0 g C||Vu||p,ß,„, Ѵи є ^ 1 ->(ß; p„, p,) . 
P roo f can be done by using Theorem 14.4, Lemma 14.1 (with p = q) and the 
spherical coordinates. 
14.6. Remark. Suppose 1 ^ p g oo. 
i) Let Ü = UN\{xG UN; \x\ ^ r}, r ^ 0. Then it is possible to prove that the 
conditions (14.10) and (14.11) are equivalent. 
ii) Let Q = UN\{x є UN; \x\ S r}9 r ^ 0, or Q = UN. Then one can show that 
the conditions (14.24) and (14.25) are equivalent. 
Using Theorems 14.3, 14.5 and Remark 14.6 we can give some examples. 
14.7. Example. Suppose 1 ^ p < oo, 
v0(t) = t \ Vi(t) = t', i e ( * a , o o ) . 
(I) Lct Q = int (UN \ Й), 0 e Q є ^ 0 ' 1 (thus *a > 0.) 
Then: 
(i) the inequality (14.11) holds if 
ß Ф P - АГ, у й ß - P 
or 
ß = p - j V , y < -N; 
(ii) the inequality (14.25) holds if 
ß>p-N, yuß-p. 
(II) Let Q = UN \ {0} (thus *a = 0). Then 
(i) the inequality (14.11) holds if and only if 
ß Ф P- N, y = ß - p; 
(ii) the inequality (14.25) holds ifand only if 
ß > p - N, y = ß - p. 
14.8. Example. Suppose Qe D1, 1 <^ p < oo, 
Vo(t) = e*, Щ = е»9 f e ( * a , o o ) . 
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(I) Let *a > 0. Then 
(i) the inequality (14.11) holds if 
у й ß , [y, ß] Ф [0, 0] ; 
(ii) the inequality (14.25) holds if Q e D1* and 
ß > 0 , y é ß 
or 
ß = о , у < 0 , 1 < p < N 
or 
ß = 0, 7 < O , p - 1 . 
(III) Let *a = 0. Then 
(i) the inequality (14.11) holds if 0 ф Q and 
y < 0 , y S ß, P > N 
or 
ß > 0 , y й ß 
or 
ß = 0 , y < 0 , 1 < p < N 
or 
ß = 0 , y < 0 , p = 1 ; 
(ii) the inequality (14.25) holds if Q є Dl * and 
ß > 0 , y g ß 
or 
ß = 0 , y < 0 , 1 < p < N 
or 
ß = 0 , y < 0 , p = 1 . 
14.9. Example. Suppose i 2 e D 1 , 1 <; p < oo, 
v0(t) = í
v log5 í , v,(t) = t ' log 4 1 , Г є (*a, oo), *a > 1 . 
Then 
(i) the inequality (14.11) holds if 
ß Ф р - N , 
and 
7 < ß - p or 7 = ß - p , c> ^ ц 
or 
jJ = p - N , 
and 
7 < -JV or 7 = -N, ц Ф p - 1 , č ^ rç - p or 
7 = ~N, ^ = p - 1 , ô < —1 . 
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(ii) the inequality (1.4.25) holds if Q є D1* , 
ß>p-N9 
and 
У < ß ~~ P o r У = ß — P > <5 ^ Ц '•> 
o r 
fi = p-N, 
and 
y < - N , ř/ > p — 1 , or y = -N , ô ^ >/ — p . 
15. IMBEDDING THEOREMS - THE CASE 1 á q < p < <*> 
In this section we assume that 
1 ^ q < p < oo 
and that the weight functions w, v0, vt are radial:10) 
(15.1) w(x) = w(|x|), Vi(x) = Vi(lx]), i = 0 , l , х є О . 
The following lemma plays the principal role in the proofs of imbedding theorems 
with 1 ^ q < p < oo. 
15.1. Lemma. Let 1 й q < p й oo, l/r = i|q - l/p, ^oo ^ a < b ^ oo, 
co0, cot є lF((a, b)). Then there exists a positive costant C such that the inequality 
(15.2) ( ß |u(*)|< coo(0 at)"« й C (ß |u'(0P * i ( 0 <*')1/P 
holdsfor allfunctions 
(15.3) u є ^ ( a , Ь) = {/є AC((a, b)); limf(t) = 0} 
r^a+ 
or 
(15.4) u є r2(a9 b) = { / є Л ф , i>)); l im/(i) = 0} 
ř^b-
or 
(15.5) u e 3T(a, Ъ) = ^x{a, b) n «Г2(я, b) 
if and only if 
(15.6) A^(a ,b ;ojo ,coj ) = 
- [ i U a > o ( O d O ^ M i > l " ^ 0 ^ 1 ^ ^ " ^ ) ^ ] 1 ^ < oo 
or 
(15.7) ^ * ( a , b ; w o , a > , ) = 
= imtMt)àtY'4ibxco\-'\t)dt)^yœ\-'\x)dxY'' < co 
10) lîv0 = »x, then we write v instead oiv0 and t>x. 
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or 
(15.8) Ap\a, b; œ0, щ) = 
= inf max {A\'\a, c\ co0, co^, Ap2,q(c, b; co0, co^} < 00 , 11) 
ce<a,b> 
resj^ecr/ye/y. 
For the p roo f see [6] and [7]. 
15.2. Remark. (i) If C > 0 is the least constant such that the inequality (l5.2) 
holds on the class ^ , ( a , b) (і = 1, 2) or &~(a, b) then 
(15.9) q*'* (ZA1* At*(a, b; co0, œt) й С й q " W ' A*A<*> Ъ> "o , " i ) 
(i = 1,2) (see[6]) 
or 
2-*>Ряѵ<ШХ/9 A'>%a,b;coo,coJ й С ^ 2 1 ^ 1 ^ ' ) 1 ^ ^ ^ ^ ; ^ , ^ ) , 1 2 ) 
respectively (see [7]). 
(ii) Assume in addition that co0, оэг e ІҐс((а9 b)). Then checking the proofs of 
necessity ofconditions (15.6) — (15.8) we can see that these conditions are necessary 
for the inequality (15.2) to hold on the (smaller) classes ^X(a, b), ^*{a, b), &"*(a, ft), 
respectively, where 
^T*(a, b) = {u є С°°(я, ft); a ф supp u] , 
. 3T*(a, b) = {u e C°°(a, b); b ф supp u) , 
er\a, b) = F*(a, b) n f*(a, b) = CS((a, b)). 
15.3. Lemma. Let R > 0. Then there exists a partition of unity <PR = {Ф?, Ф*) 
with thefollowing properties: 
(i) Ф*, Ф§ є C*(R*); 
(ii) supp Ф? c 5(0, # + 4); 
(iii) supp Ф§ c R" \ cl (J3(0, K)); 
(iv) 0 й Ф1}, <t>2 й 1 on UN; 
(v) Ф?(х) + 4>f(x) = 1, x є UN; 
(vi) fhere ex/5i5 a constant k > 0 (independent ofR) such that 
Mw 
ИХ; 
= K /o r 7 = 1,2, i = l , 2 , . . . , N , xeRN. 
P r o o f is standard and is left to the reader. 
) The numbers A%*(a, b; co0, coJ and A%'q(a, b; w0, eoj) are defined for a < b by (15.6) 
and (15.7). Further, we formally set A\^{a, a; co0i wx) = 0 = Ap2*\b, b\ co0, co^, 
12) Moreover, C ^ qll4p'Ýlq A**(a, b; œ0, œx) if A**{a, b; œ0, сох) = A\*\a, b; <o0, co^ 
for some / є {l,2}. 
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15.4. Theorem. Suppose Qe G1, 1 ^ q < p < oo, w, и є iťB((*a, oo)). Leí řhere 
ex/sř R є <*a, oo) sucft that 
(15.10) i4C*(K, oo; iv(ř) tN~\ v(t) í " ' 1 ) < oo . 
Then 
(15.11) H^-'(Q; », » ) G Q #(Q; w). 
Proof. Using [2] we obtain 
(15.12) Wlp(Q; v9 v) = ^pNU.p.«.^ 
where тГ = {w e C°°(ß); |Н|і,р,л,„,У < co}- Hence, by Remark 3.2 from [4], it 
suffices to prove that 
(15.13) l i m s u p { | H ^ G n , w ; иеГ> Ыі.р.а.ѵ.ѵ й Ц = 0 , 
л^оо 
where we set Gn = Qn+5-
Now we fix n e N , n > max{jR,a), and take the partition of unity {ФЇ,Ф"} 
from Lemma 15.3. Let u є тГ, ||ü|| l tPtö>üfr й L Then 
15.14 м = u t + w2 » where Mf = мФ?, і = 1, 2, ... ; 
supp Mt c B(0, л + 4) ; 
supp u2 a UN \ cl (B(0, л)) . 
Further we have 
(15-15) I H < U ^ = JR^B(0,n+5) H*)\q W{*) àx = 
= Ік^\в(о,п + 5) M * ) | * vv(x) dx й UN\B(o,n) M * ) | * w(x) dx = 
= UJ:Ht,o)i*w(t)t*-utde, 
where Ѳ = x/|x| is a point on the unit sphere Sx = {x є UN; |x| = 1}. By the defini­
tion of u2 we have м2( ' , &) є C°°((w, oo)), w2(n, ®) = ® (f° r fixed ®) a n d S 0 Lemma 
15.1 and Remark 15.2 imply 
(i5.i6) Г |M2(ř, в)|« vv(o /*-1 dř á ^ ( Г | - ( * > ѳ )Г^(0 ^ - 1 <**)"* 
with 
(15.17) j ^ = qUq(p')1/q' A{>%n, 00; vv(ř) tN~\ v(t) f'1) . 
From (15.15) and (15.16) by virtue of the Hölder inequality we obtain 
(15.18) \Ыі lk,ß\Cn,w = 
С / Г°° ІЯіѵ lp \qlp *HM<0'"'*) ' аѲ < 
g | S , | < ' - ' > " ^ ( [ Г | ( Ф " 2 . и ) ( ( , Ѳ ) | 
^ | S ^ " - ^ ^ ^ ( ] V ' K ' J n | u ( x ) | P u ( x ) d x + Jn|Vu(x)|^(x)dx)^acXn, 
\ « /p 
ř ( ř ) ř N _ 1 d ř d 6 ) j ^ 
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where c\ = Nq\S1\(p~q)/p max {NqKp, 1} and \St\ is the (N - l)-dimensional measure 
of the unit sphere St. By(l5.17),(l5.6)and(l5.10)it easily follows that l imj^ n = 
= 0, so (15.18) implies (15.13) and the theorem is proved. 
15.5. Theorem. Suppose Qe G1, 1 ^ q < p < oo, vv, v0, vx e #^((*tf, oo)) and 
(14.12). Let there exist R e <*a, oo) such that 
(15.19) Ap2'q(R, oo; w(t) tN~\ v^t) ^ " 1 ) < cc . 
Then 
(15.20) Wl P(Q; v0, vt) G G L%Q; " ) . 
P r o o f can be done in a way similar to that used for proving Theorem 15.4. Only 
instead of Lemma 15.3 we use Theorem 14.4. Details are left to the reader. 
15.6. Theorem. Let Q be an unbounded domai n in R , 1 5= q < p < oo, vv, i>Q, v±y 
1 e iJS*b((*a> °°)) and 
(15.21) Ap%a, oo; w(t) tN~\ vx(t) tN~l) < oo . 
Let thefunction 1 satisfy 
(15.22) 1 is decreasing in an interval (s, 00) с (^д, oo) ; 
(15.23) lim l{t) = 0 . 
f ^ 0 0 
Then 
(15.24) W' -*(0; v0, vt) G G L*(Q; w . X), 
where l(x) = Щх\), x e Q. 
Proof. Using Lemma 15.1 (the condition (l5.8)) one can prove 
(15.25) X = W* >P(Q; v0, vt) Q L%Q; w) 
ifthe assumptions ofTheorem 15.6 are satisfied. 
In virtue of Remark 3.2 from [4] it is sufficient to verify that 
(15.26) lim sup (|w|Lß»,wA = 0 . 
n^co | | w | | x ^ 1 
Take ueX, n > s. Applying (15.22) and (15.25) we get 
(15.27) H|«>n„>wA = J*. | ф ) | « w(x) Щх\) dx й 
й Щ Jo. |u(x)|< н-(х) dx й I ( n ) . X'||tt|J , 
where К is the norm of the imbedding operator (15.25). Then (15.26) is a consequence 
of(15.27) and the assumption (15.23). 
15.7. Theorem. Let Q be an unbounded domain in UN, 1 ^ q < p < 00 and 
w, v, le iťB((*a, oo)). Let thefollowing conditions befulfilled: 
(i) there exists R є <*6, 00) such that 
(15.28) AP\R9 00; w(t) tN'\ v(t) i""1) < 00 ; 
(ii) thefunction 1 satisfies (15.22) and (15.23). 
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Then 
(15.29) Wl P(Q; v, v) QQ L%Q; w . X), 
where A(x) = ^(|x|), x e Q. 
Proof. First ofall we prove that 
(15.30) X = WťP(Q; v, v)QL%Q; w). 
By Lemma 3.1 from [4] it suffices to verify 
(15.31) lim sup ||ы|«,я\с„,и> < °° , 
n^-oo | |u | |x^ 1 
where Gn = Qn + 5, n є N. 
Let R be the number from the assumption (i) and let {Ф^, Ф^} be the partition of 
unity from Lemma 15.3. Take ueX, \\u\\x ^ 1, and neN, n > R. Then (15.15) 
holds. By Lemma 15.1 and Remark 15.2 we have 
(15.32) J» \u2{t, Ѳ)\* vv(f) i"-1 át й Jř N ' , &)\" 4 0 '*"1 ài й 
й [21 / r qll\p')Uq' A'"(R, 00; w(t) tN-\ v{t) i""1)]« . 




Now, similarly as in (15.18) we obtain 
HUc„,w ^ c AP*(R> ^ 4<) <"_1> 'X0 <"_1) 
with c independent of u e X. This implies (15.31) and so (15.30) holds. 
By Remark 3.2 from [4] the proof will be complete if we verify (15.26). This can 
be done in the same way as in the proof of Theorem 15.6 (cf. (15.27)). 
Sufficient conditions for non-existence of imbeddings are given by the following 
theorem. 
15.8. Theorem. Suppose Q є D1, 1 ^ q < p < 00, v0 є #^(*a, oo)), vv, vt e 
є #^с((*я> °°)). Let there exist R ^ ä such that 
(15.33) BPP(R, 00; v0(t) t
N~\ v,(t) і"'1) < 00 , 
(15.34) Apq(R, 00; w(t) tN'\ v^t) tN~l) = 00 . 
Then the space W^(Q; v0, vx) is not continuously imbedded into the space U(Q; w). 
Proof. By (15.34), Lemma 15.1 and Remark 15.2(ii) there exists a sequence of 
functions {zn} c Co((R, oo)) such that 
(15.35) J£ |z,,(f)|* w(t) tN~l dt ^ 00 for n ^ 00 , 
(15.36) ft]z:(t)l'v^t)t"-Ut=l, neN. 
For n e N let us put 
„ м _ Ш . i f xeUN\ci(B{0,R)), 
U*X) * {0 , if x є Q n cl (B(0, R)). 
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Then we have 
{«„} c C ^ ( R N \ c l ( ß ( 0 , R ) ) , 
Jß \u„(x)\« w(x) dx = | S l £ |z,(i)| ' iv(ř) f*"1 d/ d6> = 
= |S, | . $% \z„(t)\q w(t) tN~ ' dí ^ 00 for n ^ 00 , 
(15.37) 
(15.38) 
f N Г Id« lp 
|V«B(x)p4(x)dx = £ F ( * ) 5 i ( H ) d * a 
Jn ' = О п І 3 х і I 
š JV|S,| . J? |z;(i)|" 5,(i) íN- ' dř = AT|S,| , » є N 
(Ѳ = xj\x\ is a point on the unit sphere St = {x є UN; \x\ = l )) . 




and by (15.38) we obtain 
K | | ^ ^ a C ( N | S , | ) 1 ^ , neN. 
The last estimates (15.37), (15.38) and the fact uneCo(Q) c Wl0'p(Q; v0, vt) imply 
that the space W^(Q; v0, vt) is not continuously imbedded into U(Q; w). 
16. EXAMPLES - THE CASE 1 ^ q < p < oo 
From Theorems 15.4 — 15.8 we obtain 
16.1. Example. Suppose 1 ^ q < p < oo. 




..... a ß N N 1 . (in) + + 1 < 0 . 
q p ч p 
II. Let i 2 e G 1 , ^a > 0, ß > p — N*Then the following three conditions are 
equivalent: 
(i) Wl'%Q;\x\<>->,\x\e)QQn(Q;\x\% 
(ii) F ^ O ; | x | ' - ' , | x | 0 Q i ^ U ; | x | ' ) , 
..... a ß N N , n (in) - - *- + + 1 < 0 . 
4 P 4 P 
III. Let Q = UN \ {0} or Q = UN, ß Ф p - N. Thenthe space < ' p ( ß ; | x | ' - ' , |x|*) 
is continuously imbedded into the space U{Q; |x|*) for no a є R. 
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16.2. Example. Suppose *a > 1, 1 ^ q < p < oo. For x є Q we define 
w(x) = |x |* log ' | x | , v0(x) = \x\ß-p\ogö\x\, ^ (x ) = | j f l o g ' | x | . 
I. Let Q e D1, ß Ф p — N. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) W*->(Q;vo,vjQQL%a;w), 
(ii) C ( f i ; ^ f i ) Q % w ) , 
,...x a j8 N N л A (in) - - - + + 1 < 0 or 
q P q P 
a ß N N . _ y 5 1 1 л £ + + 1 = o , L + < о . 
q p q p q p q p 
IÍ. Let Qe G1, ß > p — N. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
(i) W*->(a;vo,vjQQL^a;w), 
(ii) W*'>(Q;vo,vjQn{Q;w), 
..... a ß N N 1 л 
(in) + + 1 < 0 or 
q p q p 
a ß N N t л y 5 1 1 л £ + + 1 = 0 , - + < 0 . 
q P q P q P q P 
16.3. Example. Suppose QeGi, 1 ^ q < p < oo, ß ф 0. Then the following 
five conditions are equivalent: 
(i) W^(Q; H"l , ^ * l ) G G L«(ß; e*'*1), 
(ii) W**(C, e» |x |, e*1*1) Q Q L«(fl; e*1*1), 
(iii) W^'(Q; e"*', e"'*') Q L'(0; *"'*'), 
(iv) И" -p(i2; e" x | , ^1*1) G i?(ß; e*1*1), 
( , ) ! - i<o . 
Í ^ 
16.4. Remark. The conditions (i), (iii), (v) from Example 16.3 are equivalent even 
under the weaker assumption O e D 1 . 
17. iV-DIMENSIONAL HARDY INEQUALITY ON UNBOUNDED DOMAINS 
As a consequence of the imbedding theorems and theorems on equivalent norms 
on the spaces Wl0
,p(Q\ v0, vt) or W
1,P(Q; v0, vt) we obtain conditions forthevalidity 
of the N-dimensional Hardy inequality. The corresponding result if formulated in 
the following proposition. 
17.1. Proposition. Let the expressions \\'\\itP>ntVOyVl and \\\'\\\i,PiQfVl, where 
iNiii^...-(iJJ^w|^iW^)17'. 
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if and only if there exists a positive constant C such that the N-dimensional Hardy 
inequality 
(17.1) ([ |w(x)|* w(x) dxY'* й C ( £ Г \~ (х)Г v,(x) d x Y " 
holds for all u є 3T{Q) with &(Q) = Wl0'p(Q; v0, vx) (or 3T{Q) = Wlp(Q; v0, vx), 
respectively). 
P r o o f i s trivial. 
Weshall write ß e G 1 # ifQeCi n D 1 * . 
Proposition 17.1 and the examples from Sections 13, 14 and 16 imply 
17.2. Example. Suppose 1 ^ p, q < oo, a, ß e R. For x e Q we define 
w(x) = |x|% v0{x) = \x\
ß~p, Vl(x) = \x\r 
L Let Q є D1 (or Q є G1*), *a > 0, ß Ф p - N (or ß > p - N). Then the 
inequality (17.1) holds with F(Q)= WltP{Q\v0,vx) (or ^ ( ß ) = W
l*p{Q\v0,vx)9 
respectively) if and only if 
/л i ^ / N N i ^ n * j8 N N , ^ л 
(i) i ^ p <. q < oo , + i ^ о, — - + + i s о 
q p q p q p 
or 
f\ 1 ^ a 0 N ^ 1 n 
(ll) l <£ g < p < GO , + + 1 < 0 . 
Q P q P 
II. Let Q = R * \ { 0 } , jS ф p - iV (or 0 > p - iV). Then the inequality (l7.1) 
holds with f(Q) = W^P(Q; v0, vx) (or 3T(Q) = j y l j , (ß ; ü0, ѵх), respectively) if and 
only if 
(17.2) l<tPeq<oo, ^ - * + 1 ^ 0 , î - £ + £ - £ + l - 0 . 
q p q p q p 
III. Let ß = R*, p - iV < ß < N(p - 1). Then the inequality (17.1) holds with 
3T(Q) = Ж 1 р (0 ; y0, vx) or iT(0) = W^'p(ß; v0, "i) ifand only ifthe condition (17.2) 
is fulfilled. 
17.3. Example. Suppose QeDi (or ß e G I * ) , *a > 1, 1 ^ p, q < oo, ß Ф 
Ф p - JV (or ß > p - N). For x є Q we define 
w(x) = |x|« log^ |x| , v0(x) = |x|'~> log* |x| , t^(x) = \x\fi logá |x| . 
Then the inequality (17.1) holds with ^(Q)=W^(Q;v^v^ (or 3T(Q) = 
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= WÍ,P(Q; v0, üj), respectively) if and only if 
/л < / ^ N N < ^ r, л a ß N N . л (і) 1 g p ^ g < 00 , + 1 ^ 0 and + + 1 < 0 
q p q p q p 
a ß N N 4 л y c> ^ л 
or - - " + 4- 1 = 0 , - - - й 0 ; 
q p q p q p 
or 
(ii) 1 ^ q < p < oo , and 
a ß N N t л - - - + + 1 < 0 
q p q p 
a ß N N 4 л y 5 1 1 or - - " + + 1 = 0 , - - - 4- < 0 . 
4 P Я P q P q P 
17.4. Example. Suppose Q e D1, 1 <̂  p, q < oc, a, ß e Ш. For x e Q we define 
w(x) = ea | x | , v0(x) = uj(x) = ^1*1 . 
I. Let one of the following conditions be fulfilled: 
(i) +a > 0 , ^ Ф О ; 
(ii) *a = 0 , ß > 0 or ß < 0 and p > N . 
Then the inequality (17.1) holds with 3T(Q) = Wo'p(Q; v0, vt) if and only if 
N N n R 
(17.3) 1 S P й q < oo , - - - + 1 £ 0 , - - " й 0 
q p q p 
or 
(17.4) 1 й q < Р < oo , - - Í < 0 . 
q p 
II. Let QeGi*, ß>0. Then the inequality (17.1) holds with ZT(Q) = 
= Wíp(Q; v0, vx) ifand only if(l7.3) or (17.4) is fulfilled. 
Concluding remark. The survey of results of this paper was presented at the inter-
national conference "Summer School on Function Spaces, Differential Operators 
and Nonlinear Analysis" held in Sodankylä (Finland) in 1988 (see [8]). 
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